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\ Strong intensity oscillations in the reflection hieh energy
(RHEED ) \Ifrom GoAs and_. A I"Gcr
during
electron diffraction
'As suggested
molecular beam epitaxy WBE-T vere reportedt-c) It \{as
that one period of the RHEED oscillations would correspond to one
mono-Iayer growth on QAI ) oriented subst,rates. It was also
reported that the amplitute of oscillations damped rapidly, and
decayed after a few tens of periods. The observed azimuth was
Iimitted only in tll01 in these papers. In this azimuth, the
observed inlensi ty at the specular beam posi tion should be the
superposit,ion of the intrinsic specular beam spot and the vell
developed integral order streak . Therefore , observed intensi ty
oscillations of the specular beam at [ 1 1 0) azimuth may be damped
rapidly due to the i4!er.SErence-..betveen the tso beams with
diFFerent phases.
.イ
Ue present here tThe observ,
400 periods in Lhq [100) ,/ iJ:認 : ::き latil:SR31:S I:[:n::];
developed streak after the
oseillation is not 1$3trylj#a
'i… se by''''the
growth is started. Uご
oscillations, the impinging rates of
Go and A I and even the AL mole f raction r of .A l"Go1-"As can be
determined accurately.
The phase of the RHEED oscillations Has analyzed by a computer
and the molecular beam shutters vere operated at a paticular phase
to realize superlattice structures with integral number of
mono-Iayers . Schematic diagram of a computer controlled (PLE )
system using RHEED oscillation is shown in Fig. 1 . The intensity of
a paticlular RHEED spot was measured via an optical fiber by a
photo-muItipIier. The output of the photo-multiplier was monitored
by a computer, and used to controll the molecular beam ceII
shutters.
during
RHEED oscillations
Figure 2 shovs a typical
(GoAs )s (A lAs )s tri-Iayer
superlattice growth by the computer
controlled PLE. First, AL shutter vas opened and three A lAs
mono-layers vere gronn. Then, the AL shutter was closed, and after
a short surface recovery time, Ga shulter was opened and three GoAs
mono-layers were grovn. After this GaAs layer grovth, again a short
surface recovery time was put before the A lAs layer growth, and so
on. This computer controlled PLE vas applied to the grovth of
(GaAs )zG lAs )z bi-Iayer superlattices. Raman scattering spectra of
Iines trhich are
the bi-layer superlattices show splitted
characteristic in the superlattice structures.
Using this PLE, the fluctuations of the molecular beams, for
example, just, after opening the ceII shutters, do not affect the
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muIt,i-Iayer structures as the number of mono-Iayers are controlled
just by the number of oscillations. This is the advantage of PLE
over the conventional time measurement method in groving
superlaLtice structures. }|ith this PLE method, t{€ can synthesize
structures with well defined thickness Lo the mono-Iayers. Thls
wi I1 be very usef uI in making rnul ti-quantum wel l lasers and HEfdTs
as well as superlat t,ice devices including CHIRP devices6)
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